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TOP NEWS
Indian economy to be 5th largest in 2018:World Economic League
PTI: December 28, 2017

High
Commissioner
with Singapore’s Minister of Law & Home
Affairs, Mr K Shanmugam at Festival of Arts,
Fort Canning, Singapore

London: India's economy is expected to overtake that of Britain and France to become the
world's fifth largest in dollar terms in 2018 and third largest in 2032, the World Economic
League Table (WELT) said on Wednesday.
It would be the first time when the Indian economy will overtake the UK and France in real
money dollar terms, the ninth-edition of the report released by London-based Centre for
Economics and Business Research showed.
The world economic league table has forecast for 192 countries up to the year 2032. The
report said the Indian economy has been larger than that of the majority of Western economies for most of history. It was only in 1906 that the UK economy overtook the Indian
economy, while the French economy was smaller than the Indian economy until 1951.
India will become the world's third largest economy by 2032, said the report, which gave
the annual growth, inflation and exchange rate forecast for each of the 192 economies over
the next 15 years. The countries cover an estimated 99.8 per cent of the world's gross domestic product.
The forecast said that by 2030, three of the world's top four economies will be Asian -- China, India and Japan. By 2032, they will be joined in the top 10 by Korea and Indonesia. Taiwan and Thailand will enter the top 20 while the Philippines and Pakistan will feature in the
top 25.
The growth in the Indian economy will also drive the rest of South Asia.
Its other South-Asian counter parts like Pakistan will rise from the 41st position in 2017 to
25th in 2032, while Bangladesh will rise from the 43rd position to 31st in 2032.
About China, the report said that the country will overtake the US economy in 2030. This
remains a remarkable achievement from an economy that was only 12 per cent the size of
the US economy as recently as 2000, it added.
Since the impact of US President Donald Trump on trade has been less severe than expected, the report said the United States will retain the number one spot for a year longer,
till 2029, than it was anticipated in the 2017 Cebr report.
It highlights how construction and infrastructure projects will change the shape of the world
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by 2032.
Indian infrastructural projects will rebuild the
world's most populous country, which will spend
an amount as large as Canada's GDP on infrastructure.
Key projects include the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial
Corridor, the Indian Smart Cities Project and
more than 80,000 kms of new highways.

There have been impressive reforms in India: IMF chief economist Maurice Obstfeld
Livemint: December 26, 2017

Mumbai: Maurice Obstfeld is one of the many
macroeconomists trained by the legendary Rudi
Dornbusch who have gone on to make a mark in
international policy. His two textbooks with Paul
Krugman (on international economics) and Kenneth Rogoff (on international macroeconomics )
are standard reading material for students. Now
chief economist of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), Obstfeld was in Mumbai to speak at
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on
“Macrofinancial shocks and the trilemma”, where
he reiterated his views on a new financial stability
trilemma with complicated trade-offs between
open capital accounts, exchange rates and domestic financial stability. Later, Obstfeld spoke to
Mint about the global economy, India and the
problem of international monetary coordination.
Edited excerpts:
The world economy is in the midst of a synchronized recovery. Is it sustainable?
Things are indeed going very well. We increased
our forecasts for global growth in 2017 and 2018
by 0.1 percentage point each in September. Global trade is growing rapidly as well. Investment
has increased, and remember that investment is
trade-intensive.
We view this as a cyclical upswing, with output
gaps closing. The longer term potential growth
numbers are much the same. That is why the IMF
has been telling governments to undertake structural reforms before the next slowdown. Fiscal
buffers are depleted and monetary policy space is
limited. The good times will not last forever.
One result of the global economic recovery is
that the US has begun to tighten monetary policy. Will this disrupt global capital flows? And
what are the risks for India if that happens?
There are a number of global concerns about the
transition to higher interest rates in the US. I be-
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lieve the transition will be a gentle one. India is in
a relatively good place. Foreign exchange reserves are at a record high. The current account
deficit is not negligible, but it is supported by
foreign direct investment inflows. Structural reforms are happening. So India is not specifically
a vulnerable country. There is no imminent
threat.
What do you think of the recent economic reforms in India?
There have been impressive reforms. If you look
around the world, it is hard to find reforms on this
scale. The asset quality review by the RBI, the
recapitalisation of banks, the improvement in the
ease of doing business rankings of the World
Bank, the insolvency and bankruptcy code (IBC),
the goods and services tax (GST) are all important. However, we still have to see how some
of them work in practice. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. For example, there is still
scope for simplifying the GST structure to make
it more effective. The governance structure of
public sector banks also needs attention.
You said India is in a good position to deal
with any sudden global shock following the
tightening of US monetary policy. Is the fact
that India still has higher inflation and fiscal
deficit than the rest of the world a problem?
Inflation did fall sharply in the first half of the
year. I think the RBI has done a good job in terms
of anchoring inflation expectations. It is true that
Indian public debt is higher by emerging market
standards, but the government is trying to bring it
down. Faster growth will also help. The underlying dynamics of inflation and growth are adequate in the case of India. But policymakers have
to be careful about slippages.
The Indian central bank has been criticized
for allowing the rupee to be overvalued in real
terms, leading to a loss of export competitiveness. What do you think about this issue?
People often tend to forget that domestic inflation
is also an important determinant of export competitiveness. They also ignore other factors of
REER (real effective exchange rate) appreciation
such as a high fiscal deficit. Foreign exchange
intervention is useful when there are disorderly
conditions in the market, but we must be careful
about trying to maintain the exchange rate at a
particular level, especially in these times when it
could lead to tension with trading partners.
One of the lessons of the past decade is that
monetary policy expansion in the developed
economies has significant effects on the rest of
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the world. How can the problem of spillovers
be managed?
That is a tough question. Fundamentally, it is important for every country to keep its house in order to deal with global shocks. At the same time,
I do not think the advanced economies can sit
back and say that the emerging market economies
should manage on their own. The emerging markets are big, and any problem there will affect the
advanced economies as well. Look at the China
currency shock in 2015. That is one reason why
the US Fed did not hike interest rates in December 2015, citing instability in the global markets.
The emerging markets do not have access to
international swap lines. So they depend on
self-insurance through high foreign exchange
reserve accumulation. Governor Urjit Patel
has even described the asymmetry as a case of
apartheid. Any comments?
Yes, this is an important asymmetry. Swap lines
are available to only a small group of advanced
economy central banks. Emerging market economies have to wait for a global crisis to get support. There is a weakness in the global financial
safety net, and the Fund is trying to address this
issue. However, the political reality is that there is
not a lot of appreciation of this problem, since
people have become more inward looking in
many countries. So I am not too optimistic about
seeing this problem solved.

India likely to be US$ 6.5-7 tn economy by 2030: Debroy
PTI: December 22, 2017

New Delhi: India is expected to be a USD 6.5-7
trillion economy by 2030, and at the current exchange rate it would touch USD 10 trillion by
2035-40, Chairman of the Economic Advisory
Council to the Prime Minister (EAC-PM) Bibek
Debroy said today.
The per capita income in India by 2030 will however be just USD 4,000, still less than many other
countries, he said.
"In the year 2030, India's national income will be
around USD 6.5-7 trillion. If exchange rate remains what it is today then by 2035-40, India will
be USD 10 trillion economy.
"And if exchange rate appreciates then India will
be USD 10 trillion economy before 2035,"
Debroy said at Skoch summit here.
India s GDP or gross domestic product is nearly
USD 2.5 trillion at present and the country ranks
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as the sixth largest economy in the world.
Debroy further said that India will be a remarkably different country as the size of its economy
will enhance the country's role in global affairs.
He also said that people are not seeking government jobs today, instead more and more people
are providing jobs to others.
Talking about the issues related to land, Debroy
said it is a contentious issue and it is very inefficiently used in India. "We don't have clear system
of land titling."
Chairman of the 15th Finance Commission N K
Singh predicted that by 2030, India should be
growing at double digit rate.
Singh further said fiscal federalism is deeply ingrained within India's constitutional framework
and without that, the country would have faced
many challenges.
He said the 15th Finance Commission is the first
to be set up after the dismantling of the Planning
Commission, which was replaced by the new
body Niti Aayog in January, 2015.
"I do believe that Planning Commission had outlived its utility," he added.

India can grow at 8 pc for next 20
years: UN expert
PTI: December 18, 2017

Washington: India can achieve an eight per cent
growth rate for the next two decades by promoting investment and improving the living conditions of its people, a senior UN economic official
has said.
Describing India's economic condition as largely
positive and "favourable to growth", Sebastian
Vergara, an Economic Affairs Officer at the United Nations, said the country needs to unleash the
next set of reforms to achieve its potential.
"It needs to think as to how to maintain and consolidate its growth for a very long period of time.
India in our assessment has the potential to grow
at eight per cent, not for a few years, but 20
years," Vergara told PTI.
"For that, India needs to come out with the next
series of reforms, for example, promote investment and improve the living condition of its population," he said.
Despite the positive economic condition, Vergara
said, India's economic growth could be a little
lower in comparison to some of the earlier forecasts.
The UN, in its latest report, projected India's
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growth rate to be 7.2 per cent in 2018 and 7.4 per
cent in 2019.
The annual 'World Economic Situation Prospects'
report, released last week, said the GDP growth
for India in 2017 is projected to be 6.7 per cent.
Several factors have led to India's "positive" economic conditions, Vergara said.
"One of this is the growth of private consumption
and sound macroeconomic policies. The monetary policy, which has been able to control inflation, also has a role to play," he said.
"Also fiscal policy in India, in our assessment has
been prudent. At the same time, it has provided
another quite support for the economic activity,"
Vergara said.
The UN officer praised the Indian government's
emphasis on public investment and infrastructure
projects.
"This has been very important to promote growth
in the short term and to encourage economic activity in the medium term," he said.
The series of regulatory reforms that has happened in the previous year and the current one
has also helped India's cause, said the UN official
who keeps a tab on India's economic health and
development.
"Demonetisation clearly had an impact in early
2017. This resulted in a significant liquidity
crunch, but was temporary," he said.
"As the year went on, measures were implemented, financial relief were introduced, steps like
credit support for small enterprise to help contain
the shock that this demonetisation policy created," he said, adding that demonetisation has benefited the banking sector and increased the tax
base -- which will help the fiscal accounts.
"So, in the medium term, we think that this policy
will help the Indian economy," Vergara said.
According to the top UN economic official, 2017
has been a year of major economic reforms in
India, particularly in the banking sector.
"There has been deregulation and further liberalisation of the policies regarding foreign direct investment," he said.
Vergara said these reforms are helping the Indian
economy to improve its efficiency and increase
the medium-term prospects of its economy.
"In that sense these policy reforms are positive.
Of course, we will see how these policies are implemented," he said.
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India ranked 60th most innovative
country on the Global Innovation
Index-2017
Press Information Bureau: December 19, 2017

New Delhi: India currently ranks 60th out of 127
countries on the Global Innovation Index (GII)
2017 as compared to 66th rank on GII 2016. In
order to make India an innovation- driven economy, NITI Aayog, Department of Industrial Policy
& Promotion (DIPP) and Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) together launched a mega initiative
“India Innovation Index” that will rank states on
Innovations through country’s first online innovation index portal that will capture data on innovation from all Indian states on innovation and regularly update it in real time.
Further, the Smart India Hackathon and Smart
India Hardware Hackathon have been launched to
improve the innovative abilities of the students in
the Higher Education Institutions. The Smart India Hackathon has received huge response when
it was launched in 2017 and this would be continued as annual event.
The Government is also promoting research parks
(RPs) and technology business incubators (TBIs)
which would nurture and promote the innovative
ideas till they become commercial ventures.
The projects for promoting research and innovation like the IMPRINT and Uchhatar Avishkar
Yojana (UAY) have brought focused attention of
the scientific community on the need for promoting innovation.
The Start Up India initiative of the Government
has also put in place a mechanism for identifying
and incubating the innovative ideas.

Centre approves electric vehiclebased public transportation for 11
cities
Livemint: December 28, 2017

New Delhi: In a fillip to India’s Electric Vehicle
(EV) Mission 2030, the ministry of heavy industries on Wednesday announced the introduction
of electric vehicles in the public transportation
systems of 11 cities. The shortlisted cities are
Delhi, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Jaipur,
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Lucknow, Hyderabad, Indore, Kolkata, Jammu
and Guwahati.
Announcing the move, heavy industries minister
Anant Geete said, “The centre received huge response for introduction of EVs under the expression of interests invited by the ministry. As many
as 44 cities across 21 states are willing to introduce EVs. This includes across all segments—
buses, four-wheeler taxis and three-wheelers or
autorickshaws.”
The National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government wants only EVs to ply on India’s roads
by 2030 as part of its commitment to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions under the global agreement on climate change, and to reduce spending
on oil imports, which, according to one estimate,
could double to an annual $300 billion by that
year.
Due to limited funds available under the FAME
(Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of (Hybrid)
and Electric Vehicles in India) scheme, only 11
cities could be accommodated.
For the rest, FAME 2 will be launched in the next
fiscal, said Geete, adding that a subsidy of Rs437
crore will be provided to state governments for
buying public transport vehicles under Fame 1,
including Rs40 crore for the installation of vehicle-charging infrastructure.
The selected cities will be required to finalize the
tendering process and issue supply orders before
28 February 2018.
According to the ministry, 47 proposals from 44
cities across 21 states were received, requesting
3,144 electric buses, 2,430 electric four-wheeler
taxis and 21,545 electric three-wheelers, which
would require financial support of around
Rs4,054.6 crore from the centre.
The minister said that full-transparency was
maintained while shortlisting the cities and proposals were considered on parameters such as
population, vehicle density, vehicular pollution,
Swachhata Abhiyan ranking, coverage under the
Smart City programme and the available financial
outlay under Phase 1 of the FAME scheme.
The minister said public transportation under
FAME was a pilot project and seeing the states’
demand, he was sure the government would be
ready to provide additional funds in the next fiscal to fulfil the rest of the requests as FAME 1
would be completed in 2018. He said the promotion of electric vehicles will help in fighting rising pollution levels, as there will be zero emissions.
Under the current plan, the centre will provide
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Rs85 lakh to Rs1 crore as subsidy for a bus, about
60% of bus cost, Rs1 lakh to Rs1.24 lakh for a
taxi or 10-15% of the cost and Rs37,000 to
Rs61,000 or 20% for autorickshaws. Around
83,000 two-wheelers have already been subsidized under the FAME scheme.
On whether subsidy for hybrid vehicles under
FAME had been stopped, Geete said, “Subsidy is
stopped for mild hybrid vehicles. They neither
save fuel nor help to resolve pollution. For hybrid
vehicles subsidy is still intact. Government is giving it and it will continue.” He added that the
heavy industries ministries had calculated an estimated Rs14,000 crore of subsidy will be required
for the promotion of EVs as public transport and
Geete would ask the government, accordingly, to
support the ministry.
At present several departments and ministries at
the centre are working for the promotion of EVs.
These include the ministry of urban development,
ministry of transport and government think tank
NITI Aayog.

Cabinet approves new Consumer
Protection Bill
PTI: December 21, 2017

New Delhi: The Cabinet today approved a new
Consumer Protection Bill that seeks to establish
an authority to safeguard consumers' rights and
has provisions for penalty and jail terms in case
of adulteration and misleading ads by companies.
Celebrities endorsing misleading ads are also liable for fine and ban of up to three years.
According to sources, the Cabinet has approved
introduction of the Consumer Protection Bill,
2017, which will result in withdrawal of a bill
brought in 2015.
In August 2015, the Centre had introduced the
Consumer Protection Bill in the Lok Sabha to
repeal the 30-year-old Consumer Protection Act,
1986.
A Parliamentary Standing Committee had also
submitted its recommendations in April last year.
The consumer affairs ministry has brought this
bill as there were many amendments to the bill
introduced in 2015.
On misleading ads, the bill provides for fine and
ban on celebrities. In case of first offence, the
fine will be up to Rs 10 lakh and a one-year ban
on any endorsement. For the second offence, the
fine will be up to Rs 50 lakh and up to three
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years' ban.
However, for manufacturers and companies, penalty is up to Rs 10 lakh and up to two years' jail
for the first offence.
The fine will be up to Rs 50 lakh and five years'
jail for subsequent offence.
The bill also provides for penalty and up to life
term jail sentence in case of adulteration.
"The Bill has provisions for misleading ads and e
- commerce trade," Food and Consumer Affairs
Minister Ram Vilas Paswan had recently said.
Sources said the new bill seeks to enlarge scope
of the existing law and make it more effective
and purposeful.
It seeks to establish a Central Consumer Protection Authority (CCPA) to protect consumer
rights. It has provisions for post-litigation stage
mediation as an alternate dispute resolution
mechanism. The bill also provides for product
liability action.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had recently said
that consumer protection is the government's priority.
"We are in the process of bringing a new law on
consumer protection keeping in mind the need of
the country and business practices here," he had
said.
He had announced that a Consumer Protection
Authority would be formed with executive powers for immediate redressal.
"The stress is being given on consumer empowerment.
Strict provisions are being contemplated against
misleading advertisements," Modi had said.

DIPP approves 2 FDI proposals in
retail sector
PTI: December 27, 2017

New Delhi: Two foreign direct investment (FDI)
proposals, including that of Damro Furniture
worth over Rs 400 crore were approved by the
department of industrial policy and promotion
(DIPP) in the retail sector.
Damro Furniture would undertake single brand
retail trading of 'Damro' branded products in India, according to the DIPP's Foreign Investment
Facilitation portal.
The company had proposed to invest Rs 402
crore.
Supr Infotech Solutions will carry out food product retail trading of milk and other daily need
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products. The firm proposes to invest Rs 10.85
crore.
The portal was set up after the winding up of the
foreign investment promotion board.
FDI into the country grew 17 per cent to USD
25.35 billion during April-September this fiscal.

Food processing sector to attract
USD 18 bn in 4 yrs: Govt
PTI: December 21, 2017

New Delhi: India's food processing industry
could attract an investment of USD 18 billion in
the next four years as this sector provides great
business opportunity with an annual growth rate
of over 8 per cent, a top government official said
today.
Addressing a PHD chamber conference Food
Processing Secretary J P Meena said the food
processing sector has a great future and can generate huge employment opportunities, besides
increasing farmers' income.
He mentioned that the government received an
investment committment of USD 12.5 billion in
the food processing sector during the World Food
India event held last month here.
That apart, Meena said the government has
launched a Rs 6,000 crore "SAMPADA' scheme
to boost food processing sector and this programme would attract an investment of Rs 31,000
crore or USD 5 billion.
"If these committments are grounded, we will
have an investment of USD 18 billion over the
next 3-4 years which is a huge investment," the
secretary said.
Meena said the ministry's emphasis is to connect
food processing industries to production centres
and farmers.
The secretary expressed concern that farmers'
income and their living standards have not improved even as production has increased over the
years.
Meena said the food processing sector could play
an important role in increasing farmers' income,
but to achieve this, there is a need to connect
farmers' demand for raw material with processing
units.
He said the country imports many fruits and vegetables even as there is enough domestic supply
as processing units do not get varieties and quality they need.
"There is a great future for food processing. But
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we will have to connect with farmers. If we are
able to do this, this will be a win-win situation for
both farmers and processors," Meena said.
He said the government would soon launch a
scheme to set up mini food parks across the country. Under this scheme, grant up to Rs 10 crore
would be provided.

BANKING/FINANCE
More than 30 crore Accounts
opened under Pradhan Mantri Jan
Dhan Yojana
Press Information Bureau: December 20, 2017

New Delhi: As on 6.12.2017, total 30.71 crore
accounts have been opened under Pradhan Mantri
Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY), including 18.05
crore accounts opened in rural/semi-urban areas.
Banks are opening PMJDY accounts for unbanked persons at their branches. In addition for
uncovered Sub-Service Areas (SSAs) with 10001500 households, Bank Mitras, who can open
PMJDY accounts, are deployed. Department of
Revenue has apprised that based on information
received from 187 Reporting Entities, Rs.
42,187crore had been deposited in 3,74,14,844
PMJDY accounts during the period 8.11.2016 to
30.12.2016. A number of measures have been
taken up by the Government, which include collection of information on cash transactions, collating and analysis of such information, extensive
use of information technology and data analytic
tools for identification of high risk cases, expeditious verification of suspect cases and enforcement action as required.

MARKETS

India attracts biggest share of foreign flows
Business Standard: December 18, 2017

Mumbai: Improving economic and earnings outlook, buoyancy in primary market will help India
sustain the momentum next year
India has garnered the biggest share of foreign
flows into emerging markets (EMs) in 2017 after
a gap of two years. In the past two years, the do-
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mestic markets had lost out to others, such as
South Korea and Taiwan, as these markets were
able to demonstrate better earnings growth.
The improving earnings and economic outlook
has titled the scales back in favour of Indian equities this year. Large-scale issuances on the primary market side have also helped India attract
higher overseas capital.
According to Bloomberg data, overseas funds net
purchased equities worth $8.2 billion from Indian
markets, roughly half of the inflows received by
all the key EMs put together. The combined EM
flows excludes China and Russia as data for these
two countries is not publicly available. In terms
of percentage of flows, India’s share in the pie for
2017 is the largest in five years.
Strong inflows from overseas funds coupled with
good buying by home-grown mutual funds have
helped Indian markets scale new heights during
2017. The benchmark Sensex has climbed 34 per
cent in dollar terms during 2017 to become one of
the best-performing global markets.
Experts believe India could sustain the momentum in terms of foreign flows. The key triggers
being the economy returning to eight per centplus growth trajectory. Corporate earnings are
projected to hit high double-digits for the next
two fiscal years. Strong initial public offerings
(IPOs) and other fundraising pipelines will also
help attract overseas flows.
“India is our number one pick in the EM. It’s got
a cyclical and structured recovery underway. I
think next year, the market will start to appreciate. Not only is this a growth upswing, but they
are also going to realise this is not the old boombust cycle; this is more like a mature economy,
which can actually deliver long-lasting growth,”
said Robert Subbaraman, managing director,
Nomura.
Nomura and other foreign brokerages, including
Goldman Sachs and Credit Suisse, are expecting
10-15 per cent growth in the Indian equities for
next year.
In terms of IPOs, 2017 has been the best year
with issuances worth more than $11 billion. The
forecast for new issuances for 2018 is in the
range of $8-10 billion.
“The strong FII inflows seen in November were
primarily on account of large insurance IPOs. We
believe more such large companies will launch
IPOs next year as well. This will give an opportunity for long strategic investors to participate,”
said Neelkanth Mishra, India equity strategist,
Credit Suisse.
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Global liquidity is another key aspect for flows
into EMs to sustain. Currently, liquidity conditions remain benign. Even though the US Federal
Reserve has embarked on the gradual path of hiking interest rates and tapering its balance sheet,
the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank
of Japan (BoJ) have a loose monetary stance.
“The combined balance sheets of developed markets won’t shrink. The central banks are just taking the foot off the accelerator, but they are not
yet applying the brakes,” said Mishra.
Many experts say foreign flow outlook will remain strong at least in the first half of 2018. The
stance might tighten going into the second half.
“We should be worried about EMs, when they
start applying the brakes,” he said.

Sebi nod for universal exchanges
from October 2018
Business Standard: December 29, 2017

Mumbai: The Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Sebi) on Thursday said exchanges would
be allowed to deal in both equities and commodities from October 2018, a move that would benefit the National Stock Exchange (NSE), the BSE,
and the Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX),
which currently trade in either of the two categories.
The capital markets regulator also announced
easier access norms for foreign investors and
capped cross-holdings in credit rating agencies
(CRAs) as well as mutual funds (MFs) to safeguard investors’ interest.
The concept of universal exchanges was in the
works since the commodities regulator, Forward
Markets Commission (FMC), was merged with
Sebi in 2015. Earlier this year, Sebi allowed single intermediaries, such as brokers, to deal in
both commodities and equities under a single licence. Sebi said the steps needed for allowing
universal licence were being put in place and the
amended Stock Exchange and Clearing Corporation (SECC) regulations would become effective
from October 1, 2018.
Exchanges welcomed Sebi’s decision, saying
they would venture into new segments. The BSE,
which currently offers trading in equities and currency derivatives, said it had “geared up itself for
long" to provide new facilities. Shares of the BSE
gained 3 per cent, while those of the MCX declined 1 per cent on Thursday, even though
Sebi’s announcement came after the market
hours.
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Market players said the move would increase
competition in the commodities trading space
with the foray of stronger players such as the
NSE and the BSE. Vikram Limaye, managing
director and chief executive officer of the NSE,
said, “The NSE will certainly get into commodities once Sebi approves exchanges to get into all
asset classes. We will await further guidelines
from Sebi in this regard."
Addressing the media after the board meeting,
Ajay Tyagi, chairman, Sebi, said the regulator’s
approval would be needed prior to launching
trading in new segments.
The Sebi board also put a 10 per cent cap on
cross-shareholding and curbs on board positions
for both MFs and CRAs. In the case of MFs, a
sponsor will be allowed to hold above 10 per cent
in only one asset management company (AMC).
The move will hit UTI MF, which has four sponsors, including State Bank of India, Life Insurance Corporation of India, Bank of Baroda, and
Punjab National Bank. Each of them holds an
18.5 per cent stake in UTI MF and also owns MF
subsidiaries. In the past, UTI MF has struggled to
address its shareholding issue, with each of the
stakeholders being adamant on the dilution.
Tyagi said MFs would get one year to bring down
their shareholding after Sebi notifies the new
norms.
Experts said the shareholding cap was to avoid
conflict of interests. In June, Crisil had bought an
8.8 per cent stake in rival CARE Ratings. The
acquisition had triggered talks of potential conflict and anti-competitive practice.
Sebi also increased the networth criteria for
CRAs from Rs 5 crore to Rs 25 crore. The regulator also asked CRAs to segregate their activities
other than rating financial instruments into a separate legal entity to focus on core business.
Meanwhile, the Sebi board deferred a decision on
bank default disclosure norms. “There was a detailed discussion on the subject. It is a good concept, but there are some implementation issues
that need to be looked at," said Tyagi.
In August, Sebi had mandated listed entities to
disclose within 24 hours any kind of bank loan
default. However, it withdrew the circular in October after the market feedback.
Providing relaxations to companies with high
promoter shareholdings, Sebi allowed two new
routes for dilution. The regulator said companies
could dilute up to 2 per cent by way of qualified
institutional placements (QIPs) and block deals.
The move will help new listed companies such as
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Avenue Supermarts, where promoter holding is
more than the threshold limit of 75 per cent. It
will also benefit the state-owned entities, which
have to comply with the minimum public shareholding norms by August 2018. QIPs and block
deals would offer “quick solution", said Sebi.
Sebi also relaxed the entry norms for foreign
portfolio investors (FPIs). Tyagi said the easier
norms were to offset the restrictions imposed on
FPIs taking the participatory note (p-note) route.
Among other measures, Sebi lowered the investment threshold for real estate investment trusts
(REITs) to 50 per cent. It also allowed trading in
security receipts issued by asset reconstruction
companies (ARCs). Sebi said it would soon float
a new discussion paper on investment advisers,
which would propose measures to separate investment advice and distribution of investment
products.

concerns, among others.
"More than 50 per cent of online transactions are
done on cash on delivery method and it is available across 600 cities and towns of India," the joint
study pointed out.
On the increase in preference of mobile transactions, the study said one out of three customers
currently makes transactions through mobiles in
tier-1 and tier-2 cities.
In 2017, 82 per cent of shopping queries were
made through mobile devices, compared to 76
per cent in 2016, added the study, indicating the
increasing mobile transactions.
The survey highlights that 28 per cent of regular
shoppers are in 18-25 age group, 42 per cent in
26-35, 28 per cent in 36-45 and 2 per cent in the
age group of 45-60.
While 65 per cent of online shoppers are male, 35
per cent are female. The products that were highest sold in 2017 included mobile phones, apparel,
food items and jewellery, among others, it said.
BUSINESS
As per the study, there would be more than a seven to ten fold increase in revenue generated
through e-commerce as compared to last year
E-commerce market may cross US$ with all branded apparel, accessories, jewellery,
gifts and footwear available at cheaper rates and
50 bn mark in 2018: Study
delivered at the doorstep.
PTI: December 26, 2017

Mumbai: The digital commerce market in the
country is expected to cross USD 50 billion in
value by the end of 2018 from the current level of
USD 38.5 billion, on the back of a growing internet population and increased online shoppers,
says a recent study.
The digital commerce market in India has grown
steadily from USD 19.7 billion in 2015 to USD
13.6 billion in 2014, as per a joint study conducted by Assocham and Deloitte.
The increasing mobile and internet penetration, m
-commerce sales, advanced shipping and payment options, exciting discounts, and the push
into new international markets by e-businesses
are the major drivers of this unprecedented
growth, it said.
Banks and other players in the e-commerce ecosystem are providing a secured online platform to
pay effortlessly via payment gateways.
However, it pointed out that the Indian ecommerce sector is heavily dependent on the cash
on delivery (CoD) mode of payment as it is the
most preferred choice for Indian consumers due
to lack of trust in online transactions, limited
adoption of credit and debit cards, and security
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Innovation hubs emerge in India,
Singapore: Capgemini report
PTI: December 20, 2017

New Delhi: Organisations globally are heavily
investing in innovation centres and while the US
remains the market leader, innovation centres are
rapidly coming up in India and Singapore, says a
Capgemini report.
According to Capgemini's Digital Transformation
Institute's report released today, Silicon Valley is
no longer the default option for firms seeking to
open an innovation centre. Globally, it now accounts for only 13 per cent of innovation centres
compared to 18 per cent in 2015.
"Newer hubs such as Singapore and India will
continue to attract investment, given their governments' push towards a digital economy and abundance of digital talent," the report noted.
In terms of newly opened innovation centres
(between November 2016 October 2017), the US
topped the chart, followed by Singapore and Germany in the second and third place respectively.
Others in the top 10 include India at the fourth
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place, UK (5th), Israel (6th), France (7th), China
(8th), Canada (9th)and Saudi Arabia (10th), the
report said.
The report further noted that in August 2017,
PayPal announced plans to launch two innovation
centres in India, one each in Bangalore and Chennai on the lines of the ones they have in the US
and Singapore.
Similarly, energy giant Shell recently launched a
Technology Centre in Bangalore as they consider
India to be "a heartland-of-talent, proficient at
generating best-in-class ideas, insights and business models", it added.
The report further said though firms globally are
heavily investing in innovation centres in an attempt to keep up with market changes, they are
failing to become more innovative.
The report noted that while the number of global
innovation centres continues to grow, only 17 per
cent of companies have adopted a company-wide
culture of innovation.
"Organisations need to accept that they cannot
just open innovation centres and expect an overnight transformation in their creative output.
"To achieve and sustain real change, firms need
to create a culture in which all employees are encouraged, through financial and non-financial
incentives, to experiment and push ideas to market," said Lanny Cohen, Global Chief Technology and Innovation Officer of Capgemini.
Capgemini's Digital Transformation Institute surveyed 1,700 respondents from 340 organisations
from March to April 2017. This included eight
countries: the US, the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Italy, Sweden, the Netherlands, and
Spain.
The survey covered five sectors: automotive,
banking/insurance, consumer products, retail, and
telecommunications.

Gems & jewellery exports up 50%
Business Standard: December 28, 2017

Mumbai: In a sharp turnaround in global consumer sentiment, gems and jewellery exports
from India jumped 56 per cent in November after
a sustained decline over the previous months.
Gems and jewellery exports from India are down
by over 13 per cent, year on year, between April
and October 2017.
Data compiled by the apex industry body, the
Gems and Jewellery Exports Promotion Council
(GJEPC), show net exports of gems and jewellery
shot up to $2.78 billion (Rs 18,002 crore) in November 2017 from $1.77 billion (Rs 12,001
HIGH COMMISSION OF INDIA, SINGAPORE

crore) during the same month last year.
The sudden spurt in jewellery demand, especially
from the US, has brought cheer to Indian exporters. Retailers in the world’s largest jewellery
market (US) saw increased consumer footfalls.
Some of the surge is also due to the base effect
and other factors.
“We had Diwali last year in November, which
resulted in closure of manufacturing units. This
year, Diwali was in October. So jewellery manufacturers and exporters utilised the full month for
executing overseas orders. Indian exporters delivered to buyers their entire consignments that were
stuck because of GST (goods and services tax)
headwinds. Since the issues hindering growth in
exports were eased, exporters utilised the opportunity to fulfill orders. All these worked together
to propel growth in gems and jewellery exports in
November,” said Praveen Shankar Pandya, Chairman, GJEPC.
The phenomenal growth in November has covered a part of India’s loss in gems and jewellery
exports between April and October. During the
first seven months of the current financial year,
gems and jewellery exports fell 13.18 per cent to
$19.57 billion (Rs 1,26,172 crore) from $21.73
billion (Rs 1,45,331 crore) in the same period last
year. “There has been a phenomenal growth in
business recorded in the US. We expect 6-7 per
cent in growth in sales this year compared to last
year,” said Mehul Choksi, managing firector,
Gitanjali Gems, one of India’s largest exporters
of branded diamond jewellery to the US.
The peak five-week jewellery demand season
starts with Thanksgiving (November 27 this year)
and continues till the New Year. The season
clocks nearly two-thirds of annual jewellery demand globally. The US contributes nearly 40-42
per cent of global annual jewellery demand. “We
are keeping our fingers crossed for retail jewellery demand in the US. While we see positive
indications among consumers, actual figures will
come by January first week. But we are hopeful
for a positive business trend from the US,” said
Pandya.
The spurt in jewellery exports was driven by a
phenomenal jump in shipments of gold jewellery
and cut and polished diamonds.
While gold jewellery exports jumped by 75.46
per cent to $996.32 million (Rs 568 crore) in November this year, shipments of cut and polished
diamonds shot up by 50 per cent to $1.78 billion
(Rs 11,520 crore) in the month under consideration.
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Toyota To Launch Electric Vehicles its partners in Gujarat, where it operates a
manufacturing plant supplying automobiles
In India by 2020
PTI

Japanese auto major Toyota today said it will
launch more than ten battery-powered electric
vehicles by early 2020s starting with China,
along with India, US and Europe. The company said it aims to sell more than 5.5 million
electrified vehicles, including more than 1
million zero- emission vehicles - battery electric vehicles (BEVs), and fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs) by around 2030.
Announcing its 2020-2030 plans for popularisation of electrified vehicles, Toyota Motor
Corp said its strategy centres on a significant
acceleration in the development and launch
plans of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug
-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), BEVs
and FCEVs. The electrification will be across
the entire Toyota and Lexus line-ups, it added.
"Toyota will accelerate the popularisation of
BEVs with more than 10 BEV models to be
available worldwide by the early 2020s, starting in China, before entering other markets the gradual introduction to Japan, India, the
United States and Europe is expected," the
company said in a statement.
The FCEV line-up will be expanded for both
passenger and commercial vehicles in the
2020s, it added.
The company further said by around 2025,
every model in the Toyota and Lexus line-ups
around the world will be available either as a
dedicated electrified model or have an electrified option.
"This will be achieved by increasing the number of dedicated HEV, PHEV, BEV, and
FCEV models and by generalising the availability of HEV, PHEV and/or BEV options to
all its models," it added.
Subsequently, no models will be developed
without an electrified version, it said.
Toyota has already announced plans for cooperation with compatriot Suzuki Motor Corporation to introduce electric vehicles (EVs) in
India by 2020.
The partners had said they also intended to
conduct a comprehensive study of activities
for widespread acceptance and popular use of
EVs in India.
Suzuki has also announced that it would construct a lithium-ion battery plant along with
HIGH COMMISSION OF INDIA, SINGAPORE

exclusively to its Indian arm Maruti Suzuki.
The announcement by the two companies
came at a time when the Indian government is
pushing for electric vehicles, setting a target
of an all-electric fleet by 2030.
Toyota said it has been actively developing
next- generation solid-state batteries and aims
to commercialise the technology by the early
2020s.

BILATERAL

Indian Coast Guard Ship arrives in
Singapore

In a demonstration of India's Act East policy
and Indian coast guard’s increasing footprint
& operational reach, an Indian Coast Guard
Ship entered Singapore on a three day visit.
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Transforming India: All Sectors
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS >>>> INDIA
I. Vibrant Ceramics Expo and Summit
Date: 18-19 January
Venue: New Delhi, India
Organizer: The Trade Promotion Council of India (TPCI) supported by Department of Commerce,
Government of India
Contact : Mr Om Pr akash Shr ivastava, Tel: (91) 8130294937
Details: A mega food and bever age industr y tr ade show at India Exposition Mar t, Gr eater
Noida. The Council under the Hosted Buyer Program would like to invite leading Singapore buyers
to attend the event and is ready to bear the to and fro economy class airfare (part/full) and hospitality
to select importers/business visitors.
II. INDIASOFT 2018
Date: 24-25 January
Venue: Bangalore, India
Organizer: The Electr onics and Computer Softwar e Expor t Pr omotion Council (ESC) Contact : www.indiasoft.or g
Details: The Council would provide a complimentary economy class to and fro air ticket (one delegate per company) to select software/electronics hardware companies provided those selected companies meet the following criteria :

The company should not have availed of this facility in earlier INDIASOFT events

The company should be genuine software importers or companies seeking joint ventures / tieups and / or outsourcing opportunities with Indian companies

Selected delegates are required to pay USD 236 each as registration fees (mandatory requirement)
III. Global Economic Summit (GES)
Date: 22-24 February, 2017
Venue: Mumbai
Organizer: The Wor ld Tr ade Centr e Mumbai and All India Association of Industr ies (AIAI)
mktg1@wtcmumbai.org or +91 22 6638 7378/379/398
Details: The theme of GES ‘Global Value Chains: Accelerating SME Growth and Development’
from February 22-24, 2018 at World Trade Centre Mumbai. The Summit will provide an opportunity to develop and profit the Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) potential to export and
explore joint ventures, franchises and create the much-desired awareness on Global Value Chains
(GVCs) as the accelerator for exports. It will stimulate a multi-dimensional discussion on the opportunities and challenges for SMEs to connect with the global value chains. The Summit will discuss
the significance of GVCs in attaining sustainable development goals, emerging opportunities for
SMEs in the GVC, imperatives of access to finance, infrastructure and logistics services, government
policies as catalyst for GVCs, GVCs in the age of technological revolution.
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Notifications
Securities and Exchange Board of India
Online Filing System for Alternative Investment Funds

http://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/jul-2017/online-filing-system-for-alternativeinvestment-funds_35480.html
Online Filing System for Foreign Venture Capital Investors

http://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/jul-2017/online-filing-system-for-foreign-venturecapital-investors_35246.html
Ministry of Corporate Affairs
Companies (Incorporation) Second Amendment Rules, 2017

http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/
CompaniesIncorporationSecondAmendmentRules2017.pdf
Reserve Bank of India
Auction of Government of India Dated Securities

https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=11072&Mode=0
Removal of limits on withdrawal of cash from Savings Bank Account

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10856&Mode=0
Establishment of Branch Office (BO)/ Liaison Office (LO)/ Project Office (PO) in India by foreign entities
- procedural guidelines

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10398&Mode=0
Foreign Exchange Management (Manner of Receipt and Payment) Regulations, 2016

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10392&Mode=0
Ministry of Finance

Clarification regarding Acquisition & Transfer of Immovable Property in India by Foreign Nationals
http://finmin.nic.in/press_room/2014/clarification_Acquist_Transfer_Property_foreignnationals.pdf
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India set to pack a
punch on its enemies
with Meteor missile
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/
india-set-to-pack-a-punch-on-itsenemies-with-meteormissile/1/1112314.html
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FAQs on Foreign Investments In India
The fortnightly FAQs will broadly cover the following areas
I.

Foreign Direct Investment

II.

Foreign Technology Collaboration Agreement

III. Foreign Portfolio Investment
The Meteor missile, which
is coming along with
the
Rafale
combat
deal
signed
by
the
Narendra
Modi government, will
help reestablish the aerial
supremacy of the Indian
Air Force against their rivals in Pakistan and China.
India has bought a package
of the European Meteor
missiles along with the Rafales and may prove to be
game changers due to their
beyond-visual-range striking capability of close to
150 km, security forces
sources have told Mail Today.
The sources said that till
the Kargil war and a few
years after that, the Indian
Air Force had complete
superiority over the Pakistan Air Force as it did not
have
any
beyondvisualrange missile fitted
on their F-16s or the Chinese supplied planes.

IV.

Investment in Government Securities and Corporate debt

V.

Foreign Venture Capital Investment

VI.

Investment by QFIs

VI. Investment by QFIs
Q : What are the provisions with regard to Downstream investment for an
investment vehicle?
Ans: Investment made by an Investment Vehicle into an Indian company or
an LLP will be indirect foreign investment for the investee company or the LLP,
as the case may be, if either the Sponsor or the Manager or the Investment Manager (i) is not owned and not controlled by resident Indian citizens or (ii) is
owned or controlled by persons resident outside India. The extent of investment
by persons resident outside India in the corpus of the Investment Vehicle will
not be a factor to determine as to whether downstream investment of the Investment Vehicle concerned is indirect foreign investment or not.
An Alternative Investment Fund Category III with foreign investment shall
make portfolio investment in only those securities or instruments in which an
FPI is allowed to invest under the Act, rules or regulations made thereunder.
Source: RBI

The Meteor missile was not
part of the Rafale deal that
was being done by the
UPA government but when
Modi decided to go in for
an emergency procurement
of the Rafale planes from
France, the Air Force desired to include the Meteors as part of the weapons
package.
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